INTRODUCTION
"Of course you are right about Privacy and Public Opinion. All law is a dead letter without public opinion behind it. But law and public opinion interact-and they are both capable of being made." 1 Millions of people now engage in daily activities on the Internet, and under current technical configurations, this behavior generates finely grained personal data. In the absence of effective limits, legal or otherwise, on the collection and use of personal information on the Internet, a new structure of power over individuals is emerging. This state of affairs has significant implications for democracy in the United States, and, not surprisingly, has stimulated renewed interest in information privacy?
Yet, the ensuing debate about Internet privacy has employed a deeply flawed rhetoric. Most policy discussions in this area are based around one or more of the following sets of alternatives. First, we are asked to consider whether our policies for cyberspace should depend on the market or the State. Second, we are invited to decide whether these policies should favor "bottom-up" or "top-down" regulation. At certain times, only one set of these alternatives is put forth; at other moments, both are presented. Occasionally, as part of this debate, a third policy set is producedwhether industry self-regulation is more desirable than a formal legal response by the State.
Discussion of the first set of alternatives leads to a contrast between the market's invisible hand and the State's heavy hand. Consideration of the second set of alternatives encourages a comparison between self-rule by cyber-citizens shaping a new democratic realm and the unresponsiveness of bureaucrats. As for self-regulation, it can be used to oppose proposals based on the State or top-down regulation. Most typically, however, selfregulation is presented as an improvement on the inflexibility of formal legal mandates. Somewhat mysteriously, the relation of self-regulation to the market or to bottom-up regulation is usually passed over in silence.
Beyond Internet privacy, the same or similar rhetorical moves are often made in the more general debate about Internet governance. 4 Faced with these choices, only someone with nostalgia for Soviet-style central planning would disagree with the conventional wisdom that we should favor the market, bottom-up decision-making, and self-regulation in cyberspace. From this perspective, the role of the State, if not nonexistent, is to be as constrained as possible.
In this Article, I argue that the rhetoric of the debate about Internet privacy sets up the wrong alternatives and encourages the wrong conclusions. In particular, this rhetoric slights the State's important role in shaping both a privacy market and privacy norms for personal information in cyberspace. My argument unfolds in three parts. First, I identify the flaws in the leading paradigm of information privacy, which conceives of privacy as a personal right to control the use of one's data. I term this paradigm "privacy-control" and devote this Article's Part I to a critique of it.
Second, I turn to the development of a substantive concept of information privacy. This task is inescapable; the merits of different regulatory regimes are only understandable in reference to a sought after outcome. In Part II, I seek to characterize information privacy as a constitutive value that helps both to form the society in which we live in and to shape our individual identities.
After developing this theory of constitutive privacy, I turn in Part III to possible tools for structuring the fiecessary kind of privacy rules. Here, I argue that the State has a special role in two areas: (1) creating and main- 19. Richard M. Smith, a computer consultant, first labeled this technology "the Web bug" and brought public attention to its privacy-robbing features. See Richard M. Smith, Th-Web Bug FAQ 1 (Nov. 11, 1999) <httpJ/www.tiac.netuserssmithsprivacy/wbfaq.htm>. The Web bugs allow infor-Here, then, are just a few of the critical areas of information use and processing in cyberspace: (1) the storage of personal data on networked computers, including one's own P.C.; (2) the collection and marketing of personal data by Web sites and direct marketers; and (3) the introduction of new snooping software and technology. Moreover, the Internet's underlying technical architecture, which causes individuals on it to simultaneously collect and transmit information, also promotes the collection of personal data. 20 Regardless of the area of data use, however, the same question arises concerning the underlying purpose of information privacy. What are the ends to be sought in shaping the use of personal information?
A conventional answer exists with respect to the proper kind of means, namely, the preference of solutions around the market, bottom-up, and selfregulation. Agreement also exists about the ends that information privacy should seek. The leading paradigm on the Internet and in the real, or offline world, conceives of privacy as a personal right to control the use of one's data. I refer to this idea as "privacy-control." This liberal autonomy principle seeks to place the individual at the center of decision-making about personal information use. Privacy-control seeks to achieve informational self-determination through individual stewardship of personal data, and by keeping information isolated from access. Privacy-control also encourages a property approach to personal information that transforms data into a commodity. Finally, the privacy-control paradigm supports a move to an intellectual property regime for privacy. This regime would center itself around a view of personal information as a resource to be assigned either to the person to whom it refers, or to a marketing company or other commercial entity. 2 ' The weight of the consensus about the centrality of privacy-control is staggering. Initially, however, I wish to point to only a few examples. First, an example from the offline world: the Supreme Court, in a leading Freedom of Information case, declared, "both the common law and the literal understandings of privacy encompass the individual's control of information concerning his or her person."2 Second, the Clinton Administration drew squarely on this paradigm by defining privacy as "an individmation to be gathered even from pages displaying no ads and are typically only 1-by-I pixel in size. Despite this agreement, privacy-control has proved a deeply flawed principle. The three significant problems with this idea can be termed: (1) the autonomy trap; (2) the data seclusion deception; and (3) the commodification illusion.
A. The Autonomy Trap
As developed in caselaw, policy proposals, and scholarship, the concept of individual control of personal data rests on a view of selfdetermination as a given, pre-existing quality. As Fred Cate expresses this notion, for example, data privacy must be constructed around "the primacy of individual responsibility and nongovernmental action."2 s As a policy cornerstone, however, privacy-control falls into the "autonomy trap." By this term, I wish to refer to a cluster of related consequences flowing from the reliance on the paradigm of control of personal data in cyberspace: (1) the strong limitations existing on informational self-determination as it is construed at present; (2) the fashion in which individual autonomy itself is shaped by the processing of personal data; and (3) the extent to which the State and private entities remove certain uses or certain types of personal data entirely from the domain of two-party negotiations.
Limitations on Informational Self-Determination
Despite the belief that cyberspace is a "friction free" medium, pervasive restrictions exist in it regarding freedom of choice regarding information privacy. Yet, for self-reliant consent to fulfill its assigned role for 23 ontrol of information about oneselfis critical in determining how and when ('f ever) others will perceive us, which is in turn essential to managing our individual personalities."); R. Posner, Privacy, supra note 5, at 104 ("Economic analysis of the law ofprivacy... should focus on those aspects of privacy law that are concerned with the control by individuals ofthe dissmination of information about themselves."); Frederick Schauesr, Internet Privacy and the Public-Private Distinction, 38 JuRImTRICS J. 555, 556 (1998) C(The privacy interest I address here is the power to control the facts about one's life.").
25
. CATE, supra note 2, at 30. He adds, "privacy may be seen as an antisocial construct. It recognizes the right of the individual, as opposed to anyone else, to determine wiiat he will reveal about himseli" Id.
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HeinOnline --32 Conn. L. Rev. 821 1999 Rev. 821 -2000 shaping privacy, individuals must be able to choose between different possibilities-and significant reasons exist for doubt on this score. First, widespread information asymmetries exist regarding personal data processing and, as a result, most visitors to Web sites lack essential knowledge. These asymmetries are promoted by the obscurity of privacy notices and the highly technical nature of the issues that affect privacy in cyberspace. 26 In Neil Netanel's trenchant criticism, "most users are not even aware that the web sites they visit collect user information, and even if they are cognizant of that possibility, they have little conception of how personal data might be processed." 2 Moreover, a collective action problem exists regarding privacy on the Internet. 28 A critical mass of sophisticated privacy consumers is not yet emerging. Even if isolated groups of such consumers were to exist, others would have trouble locating them and drawing on their superior knowledge under current conditions. 29 The rest of us cannot free-ride on the efforts of those who are more savvy about data privacy on the Internet. As I discuss in Part III.B., elements of a market solution to this shortcoming are beginning to emerge. Possibilities for collective action are emerging around Trusted Third Parties, also called "infomediaries," as well as new filtering technology that allows expression of privacy preferences, including one's adoption of pre-set filters that reflect the suggestions of privacy advocates. The question remains, however, as to whether sufficient use of these mechanisms will be made by privacy first-movers to overcome the collective action problem. At present, a bad privacy equilibrium remains set in place.
Beyond information asymmetries and the collective action problem, another limitation on the choice-making of individuals in cyberspace concerns bounded rationality. 30 In particular, when faced with standardized 26. As James Glave, a reporter for wired.com, has written, "[t]he vast majority of the Internetviewing public still has no idea how to judiciously use their personal information, or even why they 
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terms, individuals left by privacy-control to fend for themselves will frequently accept whatever industry offers them. As scholarship in behavioral economics has demonstrated, consumers' general inertia toward default terms is a strong and pervasive limitation on free choice. 31 Consent also implies the possibility of refusal. If "voice," i.e. protest and other forms of complaint, does not lead to change, "exit" should be possible. Yet, industry standard setting largely disfavors privacy at present. Internet companies generally benefit from developing standards, including new software, that preserve the current status quo of maximum information disclosure. 3 2 Once online industry is able to "lock-in" a poor level of privacy on the Web as the dominant practice, individuals may not have effective recourse to other practices. They can protest, but collective action problems on the Internet, as I have suggested above, are widespread. Moreover, there is nowhere else to go--except to leave cyberspace.
I wish to conclude my analysis of this aspect of the autonomy trap, the limitations on informational self-determination, with an example of this process in action. The recently released Georgetown Internet Privacy Policy Survey, sponsored by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), illustrates the results of ignoring constraints that exist on choices for privacy in cyberspace. 33 As background to my discussion of this survey, I wish to note that online industry's campaign for self-regulation of privacy has emphasized the value of posting "Privacy Notices. 3 4 This practice involves a Web site's home page featuring a hypertext link to a document that spells out how it collects and uses personal information. Provision of access to these notices is considered by industry to form the basis for self-reliant choice by those who visit these sites.
Not surprisingly, in light of industry's promotion of this practice, the Georgetown Survey found that Web sites with the most passenger traffic 34. For example, the Online Privacy Alliance has emphasized the value of posting a privacy statement as a strategy of preventing governmental regulation. It advises Internet companies, "[govemment officials will be judging how successful self-regulation may be by how many companies have posted privacy policies on their web sites and how many havejoined the Alliance and adopted its were increasingly offering click-on "Privacy Notices." ' 35 Moreover, the FTC and much of the media accepted this development as simple proof of the success of self-regulation. 36 In the words of Robert Pitofsky, the FTC's Chairman, this development indicated "real progress" and an indication that "self-regulation is working." 37 Yet, many reasons exist not to share in this optimism. Even on their own terms, these documents are often flawed. Privacy policies frequently fail to reveal the substantive nature of the site's actual practices and may never be read, let alone understood, by the majority of those who visit the site. Web sites also frequently reserve the right to change their privacy policies. Finally, the concept of notice is increasingly accepted not merely as an element of consent in cyberspace, but as the full basis for it.
In light of these flaws, the true argument in favor of the Privacy Policy can only be as follows: when a Web site says something about its data processing practices--even if this statement is vague or reveals poor practice---the visitor to the site is deemed to be in agreement with these practices so long as she sticks around. This summary, despite its ironic tone, is no exaggeration. Its accuracy is indicated, for example, by the Georgetown Internet Privacy Policy Survey which counts any kind of disclosure of information practices as notice. Thus, a site that said "[w]e reserve the right to do whatever we want with the information we collect" was deemed to have provided notice of information practices. In this fashion, privacy-consent neglects the actual conditions of choice regarding the processing of personal information, and permits notice to become an alibi for "take-it-or-leave-it" data processing. Notice is emerging as the cornerstone for a legal fiction of implied consent on the Internet. A given course of conduct is said to signal acquiescence and, therefore, implied consent. Such acquiescence is considered to exist because one has surfed beyond the home page of a Web site with a link to a privacy policy.
The autonomy trap seizes on the idea of such "notice" to create a legal fiction of consent.
Constrained Informational Self-Determination Through Data Processing
The second aspect of the autonomy trap is that it leads to a reduced sense of the possible. The meaning that we attribute to individual autonomy is itself strongly shaped by the existing means by which personal data are processed. In this fashion, a dominant trend in personal data use in cyberspace can be changed from our "is" to our "ought." As Jerry L. Mashaw notes in his critique of unadorned public cheice theory, "repeated exposure to representations or ideas lead to a process of habituations or accumulation that is as subtle as it is profound. 39 In cyberspace, we are repeatedly exposed to the concept that if self-regulation leads to notice, a good level of privacy must exist in cyberspace. In time, a decision to go online and surf the Web may itself be considered a decision to accept all use anywhere of one's personal data that this activity generates. 4 0 quire the creation of access and enforcement interests for those whose information are processed, as well as the setting of limits on so-called "secondary uses" of personal data. The Georgetown Survcy indicates, however, that less than ten percent of surveyed sites offer even a subset of fair information practices in addition to notice. See GEORGETOWN SuRvEY, supra note 33, at 10. The Survey refers to this finding in confusing terms as the percentage of the Web sites that "contained at least one survey element for notice, choice, access, security and contact information." Id. Third, this Survey failed to examine whether Web sites offered access and enforcement policies, and whether Web sites are allowing individuals to limit release of their personal data to affiliated enterprises. See id. at 14. This last issue is of particular significance at a time when mergers and consolidations are almost daily events among communication companies. SeA eg., Kemp, supra note 13, 1 (analyzing purchase by leading marketer of online advertisements of "a firm that manages the largest catalog of consumer catalog buying habits in the United States").
Finally, as the Center for Democracy and Technology notes, this study, like others of its ilk, provides no information about whether companies actually follow the privacy policies that they propose. 
CONNECTICUTLAWREVIEW
In real space, the use of informed consent forms for data processing in health care provides an example of the phenomenon by which privacy is first defined down, and then an existing practice becomes an acceptable standard. 41 A parallel can be drawn between this practice and a similar trend in cyberspace. An information disclosure form is now a standard part of visits to physicians' offices and hospitals, and signing one is a sine qua non for receiving medical treatment. 4 The idea that this process in the health care context represents valid consent is troubling, however, on a number of grounds.
First, the information release form is presented at the time when one is least likely to risk not receiving health care services. In the worst cases, hospitals and physicians present this form to individuals suffering from medical emergencies or great pain. 4 3 Under these circumstances, the duress regarding the form is explicit; at other times, though hidden, it is nevertheless present. Moreover, information disclosure forms are generally worded in vague terms that justify any future use of the disclosing party's personal medical data. As an empirical study of this process concludes, take-it-or-leave-it consent to personal data processing found in the health care environment is also present in cyberspace. Since it is difficult to identify Web sites with good privacy policies as opposed to those with bad ones, the clearest privacy choice is between staying off the Internet or surrendering one's privacy by going on it. In fact, at present, a general right to access one's personal information exists neither in the health care context nor in cyberspace.
The Clinton Administration's recently announced health care regulations seek to change this baseline for medical data. 4 s In addition, as I will discuss in this Article's Part Ill.B, Congress has mandated access to data for parents who wish to see personal information gathered in cyberspace about their children at commercial Web sites oriented towards children 4 6 No such plan exists, however, to require similar access generally in cyberspace. Such restricted choice is not inevitable, however, and I will argue below that the State should seek to stimulate a privacy market so greater possibilities will emerge.
Mandatory Requirements for Use of Personal Data
The final point regarding the autonomy trap concerns the extent to which the State and private entities remove certain kinds of personal data use entirely from the domain of two-party negotiations. Such immutable restrictions on privacy-control are now present in cyberspace and real space alike. For example, whether or not patients agree, a complex web of statutes and contracts already requires that personal medical information be shared for public health purposes, third party payment, fraud investigation, and other reasons. 47 On the Internet as well, existing law, such as the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), removes some disclosures from the realm of private negotiations. 48 
Id. § 2703(c)(I)(B).
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HeinOnline --32 Conn. L. Rev. 827 1999 Rev. 827 -2000 CONNECTICUT LA WREVIEW to structure the flow of personal information in either the health care setting or on the Internet. In both settings, the autonomy trap forms a smoke screen that disguises information processing practices and leads to choices that are bad for individuals and for society.
B. The Data Seclusion Deception
Like the autonomy trap, the data seclusion deception occurs in both online and offline contexts. This aspect of privacy-control views information privacy as an interest in keeping data isolated. The data seclusion deception conceives of privacy as a trump that keeps information confidential. Yet, privacy-control which rests on information seclusion is quickly swept aside because of two collective demands that weigh against it. First, public accountability often requires outside access to personal information as part of democratic governance. Second, bureaucratic rationality often demands outside access to allow administrative structures to function.
For examples of public accountability and bureaucratic rationality, we need look no further than the Supreme Court's decision in Whalen v. Roe 5 " and the lower court decisions that follow it.
5 1 Whalen v. Roe concerned a
New York statute that created a centralized state computer listing of names and addresses of all persons who obtained certain drugs pursuant to a physician's prescription. In response, the Supreme Court identified a constitutional right of information privacy grounded in substantive due process. It was divided into two branches: one concerning nondisclosure of personal information; and the other concerning "independence in decisionmaking. 5 2 In the more than two decades since the Whalen Court first articulated the right of information privacy, this decision's legacy has been at best mixed.
Public Accountability
As concerns public accountability, Whalen's nondisclosure interest sounds in privacy-control, but the degree of personal information removed from collective decisions under it has not been great. For example, in a leading case following Whalen, the Sixth Circuit in Kallstrom v. City of Columbus," while finding a violation of the nondisclosure interest, set the bar so high as to isolate only a limited variety of personal data. 54 In Kallstrom, the City of Columbus was poised to release information from the personnel files of undercover police officers under Ohio's Freedom of Information Act. Using Whalen, the Sixth Circuit placed some limits on this disclosure because it would "create a serious risk to the personal safety of the plaintiffs and those relatives named in the files. " ss This danger was present in this case because the data was sought by a criminal organization with a "propensity for violence and intimidation." 6 Kallstrom indicates the strength of the value of public accountability. Only the threat of life-threatening harm to officers and their families and the, City of Columbus' plan for automatic disclosure of this information allowed the triumph of a restricted nondisclosure interest. Moreover, the Sixth Circuit granted merely a limited injunction to the undercover officers that allowed them a chance to object when someone requested their personal data. 57 In other words, the Kallstrom court left the door open for release of this information under other circumstances. 58 This modest conception of the non-disclosure interest removes most personal data in the government's control from the protection of the constitutional right of information privacy.
Bureaucratic Rationality
Whalen v. Roe and its progeny also demonstrate how a belief in bureaucratic rationality limits the paradigm of data seclusion. Our interest here shifts to the second Whalen interest, which concerns independence in decision-making. The Whalen right in independent decision-making ideally seeks to extend constitutional safeguards to personal information to prevent a chilling effect on choice. 59 As the Whalen Court observed of the State of New York's data collection scheme, "some patients [were] reluctant to use, and some doctors reluctant to prescribe," drugs that were medically indicated because of a fear that information would become 'publicly known" and "adversely affect" their reputation. 6 0 At the same time that the Whalen court noted this threat, it sealed the fate of the interest in independent decision-making. Despite the evidence of coercion through data gathering, the Supreme Court found that New [Ihe constitutional violation arises when the release of private information about the officers places their personal security, and that of their families, at substantial risk without narrowly serving a compelling state interest. Thus, the officers are entitled to notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to the release of private information contained in their pe=onnel files only where the disclosure of the requested information could potentially threaten the officers' and their families' personal security. 
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York's planned data processing did not violate the second Whalen interest. 61 This finding largely rested on the logic of bureaucratic rationality; as the Court noted, "disclosures of private medical information to doctors, to hospital personnel, to insurance companies, and to public health agencies are often an essential part of modem medical practice even when the disclosure may reflect unfavorably on the character of the patient." 62 This quotation from Whalen appears time and time again in lower courts' summary rejection of the interest in independent decision-making. 63 Modem administrative systems must receive the personal information needed for their operations.
The independent decision-making strand of Whalen has never been developed into an effective tool for scrutiny of state data processing practices. 64 Indeed, the faith in bureaucratic rationality is so strong that courts have been unable to develop even a rudimentary syntax for discussing the second Whalen interest. In contrast, the first Whalen interest, that of nondisclosure of personal interest, is generally compatible with the concept of data seclusion and has met at least a mixed history in lower court opinions. 6 5
C. The Commodification Illusion
Privacy-control's third flaw is the fashion in which it contributes to the commodification illusion. The idea that one has a right to control her data leads inexorably to the concept of a trade in personal information. Instead of protecting privacy through the privacy tort, we are to safeguard it through a property regime and recourse to a privacy market. Indeed, to the extent that the privacy tort itself is receiving renewed attention in the Information Age, it is largely due to its "appropriation" branch, which is the most property-like aspect of this tort"
This view of privacy-property has been advocated, for example, by Lawrence Lessig, one of the most astute legal thinkers regarding cyberspace. 67 Lessig calls on government to change the current legal entitlements regarding personal information. In his view, bottom-up choice regarding the use of personal information is currently blocked by "code," which is his term for technology's regulatory force. At present, the default for Internet code favors the collection of personal information without customer consent. 6 9 Lessig's solution is as follows: "The trick would be to change the legal entitlements in a way sufficient to change the incentives of those who architect the technologies of consent." 7 0 His solution has two steps: "The state could (1) give individuals a property right to data about themselves, and thus (2) create an incentive for architectures that facilitate consent before turning that data over."
Lessig's insight is genuine; it concerns the State's important role in using law to shape the form of technology. As Joel Reidenberg has also argued, technological configurations and system design choices constitute a powerful baseline structure of information policy.
Reidenberg describes these technical norms as the new "Lex Informatica," or information law, and calls for increased involvement by government and different policy communities in the process of standard-setting for technology. 7 Software and other technical elements of the Internet's infrastructure help create the conditions for personal data use in cyberspace, but these conditions are malleable.
Because technology is not fate, cyberspace can be constructed in any CONNECTICUT LA WREVIEW number of ways. In particular, the law can be used to shape incentives for construction of cyberspace code so less rather than more personal data are
collected. Yet, the failure in the privacy market at present is so extensive that a mere declaration of a property right in personal information is likely to make matters worse rather than better. As I have noted above, privacycontrol ignores the constraints on choice found in the movement to take-itor-leave it processing of personal data. 74 Due to information asymmetries, collective action problems, bounded rationality, and limits on "exit," privacy is effectively being defined down on the Internet. As a result, legal identification of a property right will not alone create a functioning market.
Other conditions are necessary beyond an unembellished move to a property regime. A fully functioning "privacy market" requires incentives for companies to engage in behavior that I term "privacy price discrimination. 7 5 The standard definition by economists of price discrimination is that under it a seller sets "different prices to different purchasers depending not on the costs of selling to them, . . . but on the elasticity of their demands for his product., 76 In contrast, privacy price discrimination involves 74 . As a final example, we can leave cyberspace and consider the processing of health care data li real space. Consumers of health care are invariably asked to sign two sets of "informed consent" documents. The first document must be signed to indicate consent to medical treatment; the second, to express consent with the processing of personal information that is generated by the treatment and associated events, such as third party payment. Here, again, we see a liberal conception of privacy. Just as it would violate physical self-determination under a liberal concept of privacy to have a physician touch or treat one's body without permission, it would violate information self-determination to have one's data processed without informed agreement.
With informed consent to medical treatment, the obtainment of agreement is supposed to help shape a process of communication about alternatives between physician and patient. In contrast, the second version of informed consent, in actual practice, merely involves signing a form that agrees to virtually all processing of personal data as a precondition to obtaining medical treatment These broadly drafted disclosures of medical data serve to obscure physician and companies' practices rather than open a discussion about them. These informed consent forms are part of a smokescreen about information practices and not the basis for negotiations about them. See supra notes 42-45 and accompanying text. As Joel Reidenberg has observed of commercial data practices in general, "[c]ompanles control the disclosure of their practices and suffer no penalties for refusing to disclose. In fact, companies may suffer harm if they do disclose their inappropriate practices as a result of negative backlashes." Joel R. Reidenberg An illustration of the extent to which companies will seek to engage in price discrimination Is Coca-Cola's current testing of"a vending machine that can automatically raise prices for its drinks In a differentiation by data processing companies among individuals with varying preferences about the use of their personal data.
To illustrate this point, we can imagine two consumers: Marc and Katie. Marc cares deeply about the use of his personal information; Katie does not.
7 A surplus from cooperation under a property regime is only created, however, if Marc and others with similar preferences receive more than their "threat value" before disclosure. 8 The term "threat value" refers to the "price" that Marc would place on not disclosing his personal information, that is, on keeping it private. Under the current regime, companies have no need to offer Mare greater services or more money for his personal data than they do Katie. And Mare has little ability for either "voice" or "exit." In many instances, Marc may not even know that his data are being collected. 9 Indeed, Marc also has scant ability to reduce the supply of his personal information or to increase its price! 0 The consequences of this situation resound far beyond Mare and Katie.
Due to the pervasive failure in the privacy market in the United States, a subsidy is given to those data processing companies that exploit personal data. Commercial entities obtain Marc and Katie's personal data for the same low price. As a result, the true cost of personal data is not charged to these organizations. Such potentially privacy-enhancing developments, as I discuss in Part IL.B, as Trusted Third Parties and privacy filters have yet to change this equation and appear unlikely to overcome the existing market equilibrium. The resulting subsidy to commercial entities in personal information, like other subsidies, is likely to encourage wasteful behavior.
The result of subsidized personal information is that companies overinvest in reaching consumers who do not wish to hear from them. Personal information at below-market costs also leads companies to under-invest in technology that will enhance the expression of privacy preferences. To build on Lessig's argument, the code of the Internet will not be altered until data processors are forced to internalize the cost of Marc's privacy preferences.
As a final observation regarding commodification, I wish to note that hot weather" Constance L. 79. Imagine a prisoner's game with one party not only locked into repeat "plays," but with this same party unable in many circumstances to even know that the game is underway.
80. The ability to engage in price discrimination would permit Marc to limit the market power of the data processors. As such, my suggestion differs from proposals to give producers of intellectual property both market power and the power to engage in price discrimination. For analysis ofthe flaws of combining strong market power and price discrimination, see Wendy L Gordon, Intellectual Prop- 
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HeinOnline --32 Conn. L. Rev. 833 1999 Rev. 833 -2000 the present fashion in which personal information is consumed also causes non-economic spillover effects. Most importantly, the current regime of personal data use on the Internet leads to an opaque process involving: (1) widespread storage of personal data on networked computers; (2) tracking of one's visits to Web sites; (3) the creation of detailed marketing lists with personal data culled from cyberspace; and (4) introduction of pervasive technology for Web snooping. In this Article's next section, I turn to the issue of these non-economic spillover effects. I argue that the current privacy regime has a negative effect on the Internet's ability to contribute to democratic community in the United States.
II. THE PROMISE OF CONSTITUTIVE PRIVACY
Information privacy, whether on or off the Internet, should not be considered a right of control. Instead, it should be conceptualized as a constitutive value. Put simply, access to personal information and limits on it help form the society in which we live in and shape our individual identities. For example, the structure of access to personal information can have a decisive impact on the extent to which certain actions or expressions of identity are encouraged or discouraged. The importance of information privacy for both individuals and the community necessitates attention to boundaries about personal information.
Constitutive privacy is, therefore, a matter of line-drawing along different coordinates to shape permitted levels of scrutiny. Standards of information privac, should be considered as normatively defining "information territories." s These territories create patterns of knowledge and ignorance of personal data to stimulate or discourage different kinds of social expression and action.
An additional point must be made about constitutive privacy. An information privacy territory should not be expected to function as a data fortress that isolates personal information in some absolute sense. Personal data often involve a social reality that is external to the individual. As a result, the optimal utilization of this information is unlikely to exist at either end of the continuum that ranges from absolute privacy to complete disclosure.
8 2 The proper social response to information privacy issues cannot be to maximize secrecy about individuals and their pursuits. Rather, information privacy norms should create shifting, multidimensional data preserves that insulate personal data from different kinds of observation by different parties. Different kinds of "outing," that is, revelation of otherwise fully or partially hidden aspects of one's life, should be prevented 
In invalidating this aspect of the statute, the Casey Court created an information preserve for wives who seek independence in making reproductive decisions. This information territory was required, as Justice O'Connor's plurality opinion noted, due to the high level of domestic violence in the United States and the "[s]ecrecy [that] typically shrouds abusive families." 8 8 A spousal notification requirement, even one with a bypass provision, would devastate a woman's ability to engage in autonomous decision-making about reproductive choice.89 At the same time, however, the Supreme Court upheld various provisions of the Pennsylvania statute that required limited release to the state of personal data about women who obtained abortions° This disclosure was for public health reporting purposes and would be used only to generate statistical data. 91 The result of Casey is to combine disclosure and non-disclosure rules for the same piece of information. It creates a multidimensional information preserve for personal information concerning women who seek and obtain abortions. 9 2 This Article will now further develop the nature and importance of constitutive privacy through an excursion into communitarian scholarship, and a response to the communitarians that draws on theorists of social norms.
A. Constitutive Privacy and Communitarian Theory
We begin with the communitarians, and I start with a caveat: I will include some civic republicans in this camp. Whether taken in this broader sense or a more narrow one, communitarians are a disparate group who, nevertheless, are bound by certain shared beliefs. In their view, the good society is a self-governing one based on deliberative democracy. 9 3 In place of liberalism's emphasis on the individual,' communitarians seek an ongoing social project of authorship of a country's political values by its people. In searching for ways to construct this strong democracy, these thinkers emphasize common participatory activities, reciprocal respect among political equals, and the development of consensus about political issues.
From this perspective, the promise of the Internet is not as a place for electronic commerce, but as a forum for deliberative democracy. Cyberspace answers the communitarians' search for a new hospitable place. It is an ideal locus for "civic forums," where to cite Frank Michelman's general formulation, "the critical and corrective rigors of actual democratic discourses" can occur. 95 As Benjamin Barber expresses a similar desire, our society requires shared areas "where we can govern ourselves in common without surrendering our plural natures." 96 Areas for self-governance already exist and will continue to emerge on the Internet. 97 For example, Rutgers' Walt Whitman Center for the Culture wives who seek to make reproductive decisions, and (2) did not extend to the state's public health reporting requirement. See id at 897-98, 900. Many information privacy issues are not constitutionally cognizable, however, and additional dimensions of this particular data preserve are needed to map the conditions under which this information is to be shared with other entities, such as health insurance companies. This task will largely draw not on constitutional law, but on such means as health care privacy statutes. To facilitate self-governing political discourse on the Internet, Civic Exchange seeks to elaborate a "best practices" model?9 Its Web site is to be "crafted in the hope that other users and institutions will develop kindred sites for culture, politics and education-sites that will make the Internet, not only a place for electronic commerce, but a place for us. 10 0 One of Civic Exchange's specific goals is to increase the interactivity of Web sites, which means, of course, that even more personal information will be generated by visitors to it and the sites that follow its approach. 10 1 It remains to be seen how Civic Exchange and its eyber-progeny will collect and transmit personal information. Yet, its vision of deliberative democracy will be undercut by an absence of strong privacy rules. Deliberative democracy requires more than shoppers; it calls for speakers and listeners in a "space in which democratic attitudes are cultivated and democratic behavior is conditioned." 102 But when widespread and sometimes secret surveillance becomes the norm, the goal of democratic dialogue will be elusive."
As I have observed in this Article's Part I, the Internet's current technical architecture causes individuals on simultaneously to collect and transmit information. While this architecture can be shaped to increase data privacy, the danger of sites such as Civic Exchange is the creation of ever greater amounts of finely grained personal data. When behavior leaves trails of personal information in a fashion that is difficult to understand or anticipate, speaking or listening will require a level of civic courage that cannot be required on a daily basis. 103. An opposite situation with harmnful consequences is also possible. A society of only anonymous speech will not be supportive of democracy. The lack of accountability in such a world will encourage racist "flaming" and other kinds of abusive behavior. See Jerry Kang, Cyber-Race, 113 HARV. L. REV. 1131 (2000) . 
See Civic Exchange-Strong
B. Responding to the Communitarians: Of Groups, Norms, and Preference Falsification
The challenge for communitarians is to incorporate a concept of information privacy in their idea of civic dialogue. Yet, the immediate prognosis for the success of this endeavor is not good. For example, in one of the contemporary classics of civic republicanism, Democracy's Discontent, Michael Sandel does prefer information privacy to the freedom to engage in certain activities free of governmental restrictions. Apart from this preference, however, Sandel does not have much to say about data privacy in the Information Age.1°4 Amitai Etzioni, a distinguished sociologist and leading communitarian, offers an even clearer indication of this movement's difficulty with information privacy, and I wish now to examine Etzioni's provocative views.
In The Limits of Privacy, Etzioni seeks to depict "the other side of the privacy equation."' 1 0 5 In a series of case studies, he examines HIV testing of infants; data banks that list sexual offenders; restrictions on encryption products; the societal use of ID cards; and the processing of personal medical data.' 0 6 Almost without exception, his conclusion is that "the common good is being systematically neglected out of excessive deference to privacy. 10 7 In Etzioni's judgment, the common good must now be shored up by greater public access to personal information. His call is for "a new communitarian conception of privacy."' 1 0 8
Instead of the State, Etzioni looks to the community and seeks to redraw the privacy balance by heightening communal scrutiny of individuals. For Etzioni, the present difficulty is that "the more privacy is granted from informal social controls in a given period, the more State controls will be necessary in following years to sustain the same level of social order."' 0 9
The community should be given greater access to personal data and allowed to rely on its "subtle social fostering of prosocial conduct by such means as communal recognition, approbation, and censure." ' 0 In short, Etzioni wants to strengthen community by diminishing information privacy, which, in turn, is to have the further benefit of reducing the State's influence. In his judgment, "the best way to curtail the need for governmental control and intrusion is to have somewhat less privacy."' My response to Etzioni's privacy agenda begins with some general comments about community decision-making and continues with more Indeed, inefficient group norms may endure over decades in some instances. An example of suboptimality, much beloved in the legal literature of norms, is dueling, which long persisted as a means of resolving disputes in the antebellum South. 6 Another example of inefficient norms is over-fishing by New England whalers, which ultimately destroyed this industry. 11 7 Finally, groups not only have a potential for oppression and to be otherwise inefficient for their members, but also to create significant externalities for non-group members." 8 Such spillover costs can be pervasive.
This analysis helps demonstrate how imperfect a group definition of self-benefit can be. It also indicates that, in the abstract, no way exists to decide whether favoring a given community's development and enforcement of norms will lead to a positive result, whether for group members or society itself. These are general criticisms of strengthening groups. As for information privacy, Etzioni's policy of increasing the supply of personal information to the community appears no more convincing than his general CONNECTICUT L4 WREVIEW plea for increasing community power.' 19 To be sure, democratic community requires access to personal data. As this Article's discussion of public accountability has already suggested, democratic community relies on an ongoing critical examination of persons and events, and, in many circumstances, this assessment depends on access to personal data. 20 At the same time, however, democratic community is not invariably furthered by heightening the access of groups to personal
data. An increase in such flow of data can heighten oppression of group members, improve the longevity of inefficient group norms, and create externalities for others. Moreover, giving groups more personal information about oneself reveals nothing about whether or not the State's regulation will be displaced, or whether meddlesome behavior by community and government will be increased.1 2 '
To explain these negative implications of greater community access to personal data, I wish to draw on social norm theory and, in particular, the import, and sometimes negative. To be adequately nuanced, I seek only to suggest that beyond a certain point of intensity, this herd behavior distorts public discourse and then alters both private knowledge ("the understandings that individuals carry in their own heads")'" and private preferences (the preference that one "would express in the absence of social pressures"). 126 At the extreme, a withdrawal of "beliefs from the realm of the thinkable to that of the unthinkable" occurs. 127 Building on Kuran's work, I wish to argue that access to personal data is of critical importance due to its impact on the rate of preference falsification. Specifically, access to personal data can be used by norm entrepreneurs to gain knowledge of private preferences that may have been falsified under social pressure. Norm entrepreneurs are individuals who seek to bring about social change by identifying and acting on existing norms. Such knowledge of private preferences allows the revelation of beliefs and desires that one would rather hide, the placing of pressure on private knowledge, and the shifting of that which is and is not discussed in public discourse.
The path of norm entrepreneurs towards these goals can involve either release or suppression of personal data. Once a norm entrepreneur has superior knowledge regarding a group member's private knowledge or private preferences, she might choose exposure of personal information to embarrass the group member, discredit her, and/or create a groundswell of opinion against her. Indeed, individuals may also strategically reveal their own personal information to shape public discourse. In Bill Clinton's immortal words during his first campaign for the Presidency: "I did not inhale. 128 The goal for the norm entrepreneur and the individual revealing his information is the same: it is to manipulate the process by which people learn from the information that is publicly available. As I have already noted, this process is complex. Preference falsification can serve to support good or bad norms. My initial point is merely that the release and suppression of personal data play a powerful though not inevitably salubrious role in formation of social beliefs.
Once elected President, Clinton would continue to offer useful examples for students of privacy and norms. Consider the publication of intimate details of Clinton's life in the Starr Report and in evidence released by the House Judiciary Committee. In An Affair of State, Richard Posner offers a vivid characterization of the collection and disclosure of this per- Judge Posner's characterization is correct: the House Judiciary Committee's report is all this and more. This publication is also an excellent example of norm entrepreneurs at work; its release marks an attempt by Republicans in Congress to shape the terms of public discourse by shifting that which is and is not discussed. Their immediate goal was to create a focal point around the personal and sexual life of the President as well as his artful and not so artful prevarications about his behavior ("It all depends on what the meaning of the word 'is' is."). 32 The hope of the antiClinton norm entrepreneurs was that citizens would react with venom against the President's behavior and lies about it. Their plan was to present the awaited public disgust as signaling agreement with the forces for impeachment and to use this groundswell of anti-Clinton opinion to cast the President out of office. The result, as we know, was different. Of particular interest, however, is that competing norm entrepreneurs sought to neutralize this strategy by creating a mirror focal point through their release of humiliating information about the personal life of leading Republicans.1 33 Norm entrepreneurs do not always seek to reveal personal information to the public. Private and public opinion also can be altered through the collection and then suppression of personal data about private knowledge and private preferences. Sometimes a group represses personal information because it would indicate widespread deviance from group norms. Such suppression can be combined with a suggestion to targeted individuals of the future possibility of release of information about them, with or without separate forms of punishment, if their obedience to group norms does not follow. During the Cold War, the East German secret police, the
See generally RICHARD A. POSNER, AN AFFAIR OF STATE: THE INVEsTIGATION, IM-PEACHMENT, AND TRIAL OF PRESIDENT CLINTON (1999).
As Judge Posner writes regarding the frequent recourse to demagoguery of Republicans and Democrats in the public debate over Impeachment:
Democrats called for an end to the "polities of personal destruction," but did not retract their own attempts to destroy Starr (sex-obsessed sickie), Jones (trailer trash), and Lcwinsky (stalker). Few of them criticized Larry Flynt, the publisher of the feminists' nightmare, the pornographic magazine Hustler, when he "outed" Speaker-designate Robert Livingston In an effort to derail the impeachment train, or when he tried to out Congressman Bob Barr, one of the House prosecutors in the impeachment trial. Stasi, perfected this technique of collection, repression, and selective disclosure of personal information.' 3 The Stasi sought to suppress any social or political change that did not occur on its own terms. In the United States, in contrast, the law sometimes forbids the extraction of a reward for not carrying out threats to reveal information. It terms such threats "blackmail."' 135 Let us return to information privacy as a constitutive value. This excursion through communitarianism and social norm theory suggests that privacy provides an essential way of policing the community and the State. Constitutive privacy is a way to limit the rate of preference falsification; it places restrictions on an "outing" of knowledge and preferences that would be destructive to democratic community.1 36 Properly devised, therefore, information privacy does not impede norm formation; rather, it prevents mission-creep by over-zealous norm entrepreneurs. In contrast to a blanket default that would increase the community's access to personal information, constitutive privacy views limits on access by the State and community to personal information as a necessary means of restricting these entities' sovereignty. 137 These limits shape information territories to allow the necessary independence of social expression and action. Witch hunts are only more effective when those in control know more about those that they seek to persecute.
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III. THE STATE'S ROLE
This Article has now presented a substantive theory of information privacy. In this Part, it shifts from ends to means. I begin with a criticism of the dominant rhetoric of cyber-talk concerning means and conclude by exploring the proper role for the State in the process of creating and maintaining constitutive privacy.
A. The Dominant Rhetoric
In this Article's introduction, I briefly set out the dominant rhetoric concerning cyberspace governance. As I noted, this rhetoric is built around 137. Kuran merely points to the necessary "domain in which we are free to do as we please" as being embodied in "our own homes [where] we are generally free to make our own decisions, guided by our own knowledge, expectations, and priorities." KURAN, mupra note 6, at 40.
138. See generally Mu , supra note 124, at 510-18.
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three pairs with only one choice from each set deemed as acceptable. The structure of this cyber-talk can be represented in graphic form, and I have done so in Table A.   TABLE A The Dominant Rhetoric Of Cyber-Talk
Alternatives Perceived As Acceptable
Market io
Bottom Up
Self -Regulation
Alternatives Perceived As Unacceptable
The preferred discourse begins with a choice between letting either the market or the State have the upper hand in shaping decision-making on the Internet. Here is how Microsoft expressed its own public preference for the market and not the State: "The growth and success of (the information technology sector], this dynamic and flourishing industry, has been driven almost exclusively by action taken in the private sector."' 139 As part of its discourse in favor of the market, Microsoft has started a major public relations offensive dedicated to its "freedom to innovate" and compete in the marketplace. 40 In its view, the State now stands in the way of its freedom and the market. In the view of the Justice Department and Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson, the federal district judge now hearing the Microsoft antitrust case, Microsoft's own predatory behavior interfered with the work- ings of the market. 41 The argument in favor of the market instead of the State has also been made specifically in the context of privacy. Solveig Singleton is a leading academic proponent of an exclusive reliance on the market. In her view, "entrepreneurs must be permitted to take care of their cues from the results of engaging in the marketplace, not from top-down commands.'" She believes that the market will infallibly supply as much privacy as people desire. 43 The second alternative is bottom-up versus top-down. Bottom-up relates to the ideas both of spontaneous order and of self-rule. The idea of spontaneous order, which is closely associated with bottom-up governance, is an integral part of the Internet's own construction as a network of networks. The Internet is engineered to have the redundancy that is typical of spontaneous arrangements. 1 ' Bottom-up also relates to a belief in governance of the Internet through self-rule. Cyberspace appears to rewrite others have criticized the ideology of cyber-popularism writ large.1 47 Others, including David Post, who is otherwise a strong believer in Internet self-governance, have expressed their disenchantment with the emerging reality of domain name management by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). 48 As to the third alternative, industry self-regulation versus formal law, it would be difficult to exaggerate the influence in the privacy policy debate of either this dichotomy or the current preference for self-regulation. In particular, the online industry is ceaseless in lobbying for this policy alternative. In the words of the Online Privacy Alliance, for example, online industry is engaged in development and use of self-regulation to create "an environment of trust and foster the protection of individuals' privacy online and in electronic commerce."' 149 According to the New York Times, the Online Privacy Alliance's campaign for self-regulation "has strengthened the standing of those who believe that a hands-off approach is the wisest Internet policy." 150 In Part L.A above, moreover, I have described how this notion of self-regulation already has captured a majority of the FTC.
This Article has criticized such standard setting, however, as a defining down of privacy in a fashion intended to favor the interests of online industry. Yet, a complete theory of self-regulation must look beyond this current reality and the limited rhetoric of "industry" self-regulation. Public choice theory has allowed us to see that much legislation is created through a negotiated process that involves the government brokering arrangements among interest groups.
15 1 In the field of information privacy, however, scholars still need to develop a model of self-regulation's normative possibilities.
Self-regulation possesses the great potential to involve not only industry, but government and watchdog groups in negotiating standards, such as codes of conduct, that shape industry behavior. Already, good and bad news exists in this area. First, the good news. As one positive sign, the watchdog groups that might be involved in such a process of negotiation already exist, and include the Center for Democracy and Technology 52 the and BBBOnline' 56 also have a potentially important role as organizations capable of: (1) certifying that bargains once struck are upheld, and (2) streamlining the presentation of information to the public through representations in the form of a simple "seal."
The bad news is that most privacy self-regulation thus far has led to online industry drafting weak standards that ratify the current status quo or even weaken it." s Moreover, privacy watchdogs have not yet had significant impact on industry behavior. 5 Finally, privacy seal organizations are still at a nascent stage and moving only slowly to present the kinds of standardized terms that consumers might be able to understand with limited investment of time' 9
As for the Clinton Administration, it has expressed a strong preference for the market, bottom-up, and self-regulation. In The Framework for Global Electronic Commerce, the White House states, "[tjhe private sector should lead." 160 As the adage on Wall Street has it: let the winners run. The Framework for Global Electronic Commerce goes on to attribute at least part of the "genius and explosive success of the Interet... to its decentralized nature and to its tradition of bottom-up governance.'' More specifically regarding privacy in cyberspace, the White House's reliance on the dominant rhetoric has encouraged its deference to the private sector's self-regulation. For example, the U.S. 158. The latest example of industry attempts to ignore privacy watchdog organizations comes from DoubleCiick, an online advertising agency, which initially offered a %eak response to external criticisms of its plan to link its online and offline databases. See Lukenbill & Magill, smrra note 15, a I (quoting Michigan Attorney General Jennifer Granholm). Criticisms from these organizations, lawsuits, government investigation and media coverage have, however, led DoubleClick to at least temporarily modify this plan. Despite the dominant rhetoric's pervasiveness, it fails in two significant ways. I will set out these shortcomings in a nutshell and then elaborate in more detail with examples drawn from the Digital Millennium Copyright Act's privacy provisions. 163 The first shortcoming of the dominant rhetoric is that, on a descriptive level, this model neglects the complex reality of the Internet in the year 2000. An outsider observing Internet development might report back that people in the United States were talking about one thing and doing another. This visitor would find no shortage in cyberspace of recourse to modes of regulation other than those favored in the dominant rhetoric. In some circumstances, moreover, this flight from the dominant rhetoric appears highly desirable.
Second, the structure of the current policy debate provides little help for voyagers in the realm of the normative. When we go beyond "is" to discuss the means for attaining what cyberspace "ought" to be, the rhetoric's stark contrasts leave no possibility for adequately nuanced solutions. The market, bottom-up, and industry self-regulation are to be the essential elements of any solution. The result is systematic, yet supple: the right answer is never the State, top-down, or the law. In fact, the best responses to many issues regarding Internet privacy in particular and Internet governance in general exist beyond the dominant rhetoric."'
To illustrate these two points about the dominant discourse's shortcomings, I wish to examine one aspect of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998. Among its other goals, this statute uses law to regulate copyright management systems (CMS). These systems put secure digital envelopes around works in order to permit copyright owners to regulate access to their works reliably and to charge automatically for different kinds of access. 165 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act's response to CMS attempts not to command behavior directly, but to shape technology, market forces, and norms.
These trusted systems, as Julie Cohen has pointed out, provide a form of private copyright governance. 1 6 Using these devices, copyright owners can precisely control the exploitation made of their intellectual property.
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Yet, the implications of CMS for privacy can be highly negative; these systems enable copyrighted works themselves to carry out a pervasive monitoring of individual activity. As Pamela Samuelson has written, copyright material with CMS permits works to "rat" on readers. 167 In contrast to the restricted actions envisioned by the dominant rhetoric, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act will shape technology and the market to reach privacy norms. It thereby demonstrates the validity of the insight of social norm theorists regarding the law's ability to reach behavior indirectly by an impact on other regulatory forces. 16s Its path to a certain kind of privacy norm is worth tracing with some care.
The Digital Millennium Copyright Act's general prohibition on circumvention of CMS seeks to overcome these systems' greatest weakness, which is their potential to stimulate a digital arms race. In other words, individual hackers and enterprising companies might develop software that allows CMS to be bypassed or, in the law's language, "circumvented."' ' 6 1 To limit this possibility, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act generally forbids circumvention of these devices and even includes criminal penalties for certain violations of its ban.1
7 0 Yet, the Act also permits exceptions to its general restrictions on anti-circumvention devices. For our purposes, the most interesting of these is the one for privacy. Here, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act reveals its intention to shape technology, the market and, ultimately, privacy norms. To quote from the Act, privacy circumvention is permissible only "if the technological measure... collects or disseminates personally identifiable information about the person without providing conspicuous notice of such collection or dissemination to such person, and without providing such person with the capacity to prevent or restrict such collection or dissemination."'17 Thus, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act seeks to stimulate a privacy norm that includes: (1) notice and (2) an opportunity to opt out of collection of personal data by CMS technology. It does so by offering a "carrot" to a copyright owner: the privacy anti-circumvention loophole will be closed if the copyright owner sets CMS technology to provide "conspicuous notice" and provides users of copyrighted products with "the capacity to prevent or restrict such collection or dissemination. If this norm does not emerge, the Act takes a different tack and turns to the market. Its goal is to stimulate a market for privacy-enhancing devices by explicitly allowing CMS technology to be weakened. These regulatory moves can be represented graphically, and I have done so in Table B . 
Norms
As this graph indicates, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act acts on technology first. It does so by anti-circumvention measures that forbid tampering with or bypassing CMS devices. 7 4 If the CMS installer allows too much snooping, however, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act permits the technology to be weakened by those who will be spied upon. Its permission may stimulate a market for privacy-enhancing technology that will, thereby, shape norms. Thus, the choice between the carrot or stick is left to the copyright owner; it all depends on how she plans to use CMS. The Act's shaping of norms takes a different approach depending on the level of snooping or privacy that the copyright owner provides through CMS.
The news is therefore both good and bad. The bad news is that the dominant rhetoric fails; the good news is that the world of cyberspace is a far more interesting place than the dominant rhetoric envisions. In place of the paired opposites of the accepted rhetoric, more complex choices are available in the creation of public, quasi-public, and private spaces in cyberspace. Although I have represented a subset of these possibilities in linear fashion in Table B, [Vol. 32:815 tion in Table C . 175 The object in the center, the radius of the regulatory system, is cyberspace. 
Market
This Table, the "Lessig Chart," represents the world of cyber-regulation. Table C corrects the dominant rhetoric and its flaws ( Table A) and builds on two-dimensional representation of regulation in cyberspace (Table B). It demonstrates illustrative regulatory possibilities for privacy in cyberspace. By stating that these are illustrative possibilities, I wish to indicate that arrows can be drawn from any one entity in Table C to any other, and that I have limited the depiction of lines to keep the chart from becoming hopelessly crowded.
A simple example of this chart in use might indicate that selfregulation (represented in the lower left hand of this chart) can begin with an industry code of conduct. If effective within industry, this code of conduct will have an impact on norms (bottom right hand of the chart) and then effect the object in the center, which represents cyberspace, or more precisely, a given application of it, such as Web sites on the Intemet 76 This story is, in fact, the one that online industry would have us believe its 175. This depiction builds on that of Lessig, whose influence on this section is grea. See posting of privacy policies presents. Codes of conduct might also go beyond norms to an impact on technology (upper right hand of the chart), as, for example, in stimulating the use of privacy-enhancing technologies.
As a final point, I wish to place a label on Table C , which I propose to term a "Lessig Chart." The eponymous label follows from Lawrence Lessig's path-breaking demonstration of the variability of cyberspace regulation in his Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace." For different areas of cyberspace, customized "Lessig Charts" should be drawn to indicate the risks and promises of different kinds of regulatory strategies. Different individuals or organizations may even reach various conclusions about these outcomes and present different charts to represent the likely path of a cyber-regulatory strategy. Yet, the benefit of using "Lessig Charts" will remain. This new model replaces today's preferred rhetoric of constricted cyber-talk with a vision that opens up, rather than limits, our vision of regulatory possibilities in cyberspace.
B. Correcting Market Failure and Limiting Preference Falsification
The State may seem like the most unlikely source of anything positive for Internet privacy. To begin with, many consider the State, whether the federal government or any government, as Orwell's Big Brother. For these critics, the State is and will always be Privacy Enemy Number One. 178 In addition, the State's own behavior all too often seems intended to live up to its low reputation. In particular, the federal government has made heroic efforts to shape Internet technology to keep it at least as open for law enforcement spying as older telecommunication systems. Thus, the Federal Bureau of Investigation advocated its ill-fated Clipper Chip, the Clinton Administration sought to restrict encryption software, and Congress enacted the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), which requires telecommunication companies to make the next generation of digital switchers and routers as "tappable" as the past generation of analogue devices. 179 Yet, the private sector is as much the potential enemy of privacy as the State and, as a result, we must fear the government's inaction as much as its action. To illustrate this point, I wish to discuss Jamie Boyle ' 
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HeinOnline --32 Conn. L. Rev. 853 1999 Rev. 853 -2000 of the private Panopticon will require some recourse.to the State. In light of the known danger of answered prayers, however, the critical question regards the State's proper role in Internet privacy. In my view, the State should concentrate its activities on two areas: (1) assisting in the creation and maintenance of the conditions for a functioning privacy market, and (2) supporting development of privacy norms that protect against too great a rate of preference falsification. Success in both areas is essential to creation and maintenance of constitutive privacy's information territories. In other words, I am not retreating to an autonomy-perfecting approach. In my view, both a functioning privacy market and certain kinds of privacy norms are necessary. I wish now to address the two areas of cyberspace privacy in which the State should play an important role.
First, in considering the creation of a functioning privacy market, we should return to the idea of privacy price discrimination and to Marc and Katie. The market can play an important role in creating information territories in cyberspace. For example, Trusted Third Parties (TTPs), sometimes termed "infomediaries," are already emerging. 8 9 These companies seek to act on behalf of individuals in creating a new information supply chain. TTPs assist Marc and those with similar privacy preferences by locating firms that agree to respect these wishes. TTPs can also reach out to Katie by offering an alternative to those firms that currently benefit from her failing to bargain before surrendering her personal data. Under their influence, her privacy preferences may even shift. Other market solutions include filtering technologies, such as P3P, which is a transmission protocol for allowing an individual to check whether a Web site's privacy practices match her wishes. 190 At present, however, a personal information subsidy stifles the market for these privacy-enhancing approaches. Moreover, the current approach to self-regulation encourages online industry to use collaborative standardsetting to lock-in a poor level of privacy. Industry consensus can easily form around norms that do not benefit society as a whole.
To build a functioning privacy market, the State's first two steps should be to: (1) discourage a default of maximum information disclosure, and (2) encourage a market for privacy enhancing technology. To overcome more general failings in privacy market efficiency, the State's next steps should be to: (3) reduce information asymmetries, and (4) seek ways to overcome collective action problems. In one small area of cyberspace, which concerns commercial Web sites' gathering of personal data from 2000] INTERVETPRIVACYAND THE STATE 855 children, the State has made efforts regarding almost all of these steps.
191
The Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA)' 92 attempts to end the previous default of maximum collection and use of children's personal data on the Internet. Its attack on this default occurs in a number of ways. First, it seeks to avoid the kind of notice and consent that this Article criticizes as presenting take-it-or-leave-it terms by, for example, spelling out the elements required for notice to be valid.
193 Second, COPPA includes fair information practices beyond notice, including a right of parents to have access to any information of their children that is collected. 4 Third, in its rule-making under this statute, the FTC has interpreted COPPA in a fashion to prevent self-regulation around a default of maximum information disclosure. 95 The final element of its attempt to shift the existing default is to target one of the most egregious kinds of maximum information disclosure. It does so by restricting Web sites' "conditioning a child's participation in a game, the offering of a prize, or another activity on the child disclosing more personal information than is reasonably necessary to participate in such an activity."'% COPPA also takes incremental action to reduce information asymmetries and overcome collective action problems. A burgeoning academic literature on informational approaches to regulation has examined the problem of effective communication of information, in particular about health and safety risks, to consumers. As Wesley A. Magat and W. Kipp Viscusi summarize in their path-breaking empirical research in this area, "[to be effective, information programs must convey information in a form that can be easily processed, and in an accurate and meaningful way that will enable individuals to make informed decisions.'"9 As I have noted, COPPA spells out the elements of notice to be provided parents. In doing so, it takes an initial step to overcome information asymmetries by indicating the skeletal elements of acceptable notice. It thereby makes a modest effort to encourage a standardized conveying of information about processing practices.
As to collective action problems, COPPA assigns a significant role to state attorneys general by granting them the power to bring civil actions under it.1 98 American information privacy law has generally relied on lawsuits and other actions by individuals to shape data protection practices and principles. Colin Bennett, a Canadian political scientist, terms such recourse to individual action, the "subject control model."' 199 Bennett and other scholars have found, however, that this dependence on individual action has been largely ineffectual in the United States due to statutory hurdles, ineffective remedies, and limited damages. 200 Through its involvement of state attorney generals, COPPA may overcome this failing. Specifically, the potential payoff in favorable publicity for attorney generals is likely to encourage them to devote resources to pursuing violations of COPPA.
Beyond helping to create conditions for a functioning privacy market, the State should seek to stimulate privacy norms capable of preventing too great a rate of preference falsification. Such norms would protect private knowledge and private preferences in order to preserve independence of social expression and action. The risk otherwise is that the State, groups, and norm entrepreneurs will be excessively meddlesome; that is, they will zealously expand the areas regulated by norms or induce excessive levels of compliance with norms.
The State's approach to stimulating norms that limit preference falsification should be through: (1) encouragement of norm circumvention by facilitating attempts to bargain around objectionable norms; (2) incentives to groups to modify their behavior; and (3) construction of positive bandwagon effects. 20 ' My discussion of COPPA has shown the State is making attempts to increase the ability of consumers to bargain around industry's norms and creating incentives for online industry to modify its behavior. I now wish to concentrate my remarks on the State's impact on bandwagon effects.
The tendency of individuals to imitate behavior encourages conformity based on the information available through public knowledge and public discourse. One way that the State can intervene in this process is through a positive example regarding its own data processing practices. Congress has already taken decisive action in this regard concerning the sale and dissemination of personal information contained in records maintained by State Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV).
In 1994 and 1999, Congress passed laws to govern use of such databases. The first statute, the Driver's Privacy Protection Act (DPPA), 2 " seeks to shape the behavior of both governmental officials and private parties by creating effective fair information practices for personal information about drivers.
20 3 The DPPA's creation of a positive bandwagon is demonstrated by the surprisingly large number of drivers who have exercised their statutory interests under it by refusing non-mandatory use of their information that involves disclosure to marketing firms. 2 4
At the end of 1999, Congress responded to a challenge to the DPPA pending before the Supreme Court on federalism grounds by enacting the second law of interest, which is the "Shelby Amendmen '° This statute safeguards a privacy bandwagon about DMV information in two ways. First, it responds to the federalism challenge to the DPPA by tying the safeguards of DPPA to the state's acceptance of transportation funding?6 The Shelby Amendment's second path to strengthening the privacy bandwagon is by requiring that state DMV's obtain affirmative consent, or "opting in," before release of personal records for a wide range of disclosures ?7 In contrast, the DPPA had required affirmative action for, or opting out of, these disclosures? 0 8 As regards personal motor vehicle information, the federal government has now taken effective action to establish and protect positive feedback for a privacy norm? 9 Its adoption first of an "opting out" and now an "opting in" norm has led to governmental publicity for both of these options. 21 0 In time, these State activities may stimulate greater consumer sophistication in responding to these options in other contexts.
IV. CONCLUSION
Information privacy is not a mere right of control, but a matter of linedrawing along different coordinates to shape permitted levels of scrutiny. By stimulating or discouraging different kinds of social expression and action, information privacy serves a constitutive function in society. As a result, information privacy should not create data fortresses, but shifting multidimensional data preserves that insulate personal data from different kinds of observation by different parties.
This discussion of ends naturally leads to analysis of means. In the dominant rhetoric of policy discussions about the Internet, agreement exists about how regulation is to be carried out. The dominant rhetoric favors the market, bottom-up regulation, and industry self-regulation. In this Article, I have argued, however, that this rhetoric when applied to the question of privacy in cyberspace sets up the wrong alternatives and encourages the wrong conclusions. It ignores the State's important role in shaping both a privacy market and privacy norms for information in cyberspace.
In my view, the State should concentrate its activities on two areas: (1) assisting in the creation and maintenance of the conditions for a functioning privacy market, and (2) supporting development of privacy norms that protect against too great a rate of preference falsification. The government's attention to the privacy market is of importance because of the popularity of proposals to commodify personal information. Privacy law is moving from a tort regime to a property one, but considerable reasons exist to doubt that the current privacy market functions well. As for preference falsification, access to personal data can be used by norm entrepreneurs to gain knowledge of private preferences that have been falsified under social pressures. Information privacy provides an essential way to place limits on this process. It should restrict the kind of "outing" of knowledge and preferences that is destructive of democratic community. In this fashion, information privacy can limit mission-creep by over-zealous norm entrepreneurs.
In each of these two areas, the State has a critical part to play. Regarding the privacy market, the State's first two steps should be to: (1) discourage a default of maximum information disclosure, and (2) encourage a market for privacy enhancing technology. To overcome more general failings in privacy market efficiency, the State should also: (3) reduce information asymmetries, and (4) seek ways to overcome collective action problems. Regarding privacy norms, the State's approach to stimulating norms that limit preference falsification should be through: (1) encouragement of norm circumvention by facilitating attempts to bargain around objectionable norms; (2) incentives to groups to modify their behavior; and (3) construction of positive bandwagon effects.
To conclude, I wish to offer a final example of the dominant rhetoric.
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Under attack from the Justice Department, Bill Gates has decided to rally the nation to his side by talking about personal empowerment?" He argues that just as the computer evolved into the personal computer, the Web will evolve into the "personal Web." 2 12 On the so-called personal Web, customers will obtain information, goods, and services from a variety of "interactive service centers." 213 For Gates, Microsoft is the champion of the "personal" and its detractors are advocating centralized control.
14
Once again, we are being told that bottom-up is the answer. From this Article's perspective, however, all these personal devices on a personalized Internet will cause one's information to be broadcast in new ways. As a result, empowerment sometimes requires recourse to the State, which has a positive role to play in shaping the privacy market and privacy norms. 
